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SUMMARY

A 30-inch tip-diameter axial-flow compressor stage was
designed and operated to investigate individual blade-row perform-
ance and interblade-row effects. The stage consisted of 40 sheet-.
metal inlet guide vanes, and 29 rotor blades with a constant NACA
65-(12)10 airfoil section. This stage had a hub-to-tip diameter

. ratio of 0.8 at the rotor inlet. Instrumentationwas provided to
study the flow leaving the guide vanes without the rotor. The
rotor was installed and instrumentationwas added to investigate
over-all rotor performance, the effect of a rotating blade row on ‘
the flow leaving the guide vanes, the rotor-blade-elementperform-
ance, and the flow conditions fn the outer-wall boundary layer.

Over-all rotor-performanceresults at the design speed of
840 feet per second gave a peak adiabatic efficiency of 0.900 with
a rotor total-pressure ratio of 1.287 at a corrected weight flow of
approximately 52.40 pounds per second. For design angle of attack at
the mean radius, corresponding to 56.20 pounds per second, the effi-
ciency was 0.880 and the pressure ratio was 1.240. A maximum total-
pressure ratio of 1.330 with an efficiency of 0.750 was reached at
approximately 40.00 pounds per second.

Flow conditions at the guide-vane outlet without the rotor
a~eed closely with the design assumptions, except that the angles
of fluw near the hub and the tip were lower than design. With the
rotor operating downstream of the guide vanes, the increase in
angles leaving the guide wanes was e~lained on the basis of the
difference in guide-vane-inlet Mach number between the investigations
with and without the rotor. This explanation was,limited to the mean.
region of the annulus in the high- and medium-flow ranges of rotor
operation. Near the hub and the tip, however, the flow angles were
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increased approximately
low-flow region above a
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1.3° by the presence of the rotor. In the .
value of 0.36 for the nondimensional rotor- .-

blade-eleme~t loading parameter, the angles at which air left the
guide vanes at the mean radius increased at the three speeds in com-
parison with angles calculated for the guide-vane runs without the ~

rotor. 4
0

The design assumption of simple radial equilibrium at the guide-
vane outlet was satisfied when the measured leaving angles were
considered;but this assumption was invalid if the rotor was in
operation,

In comparisonwith two-dimensionalcascade data, the curves of
rotor-blade turning angle plotted against angle of attack over the
outer half of the annulus, in general, indicated higher turning and
were p“arallelto the two-dimensionalcurves, although glade stall
near the tip was evidenced at an angle of attack of 11 , which was
lower than that obtained in the two-dimensional investigation. Hear
the hub, the measured turning-ang~e curves had a steeper slope than
the two-dimensionalcurves with less turning at low angles of attack
and more turning at the high-angle-of-attackend of the two-
dimensional-cascadecurve.

.

The condition of simple radial equilibriumbased on the assump- -
tions of constant energy addition and no radial entropy gradient was
not satisfied at the rotor outlet for a weight flow correspondingto
design angle of attack at the mean radius; the maximum discrepancy in
axial velocity was 2 percent near the hub. —

Boundary-layer studies showed that the outer-wall boundary-layer
displacement thickness yas less than 1.0 percent of the passage
height at the guide-vane outlet under all conditions, and less than
1.5 percent of the passage heigQt downstream of the rotor, before the
rotor blade stalled at the tip. The displacement thickness at the
rotor outlet rapidly increased after the rotor blade stalled.

INTRODUCTION

In order to predict accurately the performance of axial-flow
compressors and to improve design procedures, experimental studies of
the flow processes in individualblade rows and investigationsof
interblade-roweffects are essehtial. Three-dimensional and second-
ary effects, such as boundary-layer development, radial and induced
flows, and”compressibility,result in discrepanciesbetween the
actual blade-row flow distributionsand the optinmm values prescribed -
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k by present two-dimensional design procedures. These flow Uscrep- ‘
ancies produce losses in individual blade-row performance and lead to
mismatching of succeeding blade rows.

The complete experimental evaluation of the flow through axial-
flow compressors requires detailed measurements of radial- and axial-
flow distributions across each blade row. This evaluation is an
extremely complex problem because of size, space, and instrumentation
requirements of such a program.

An approach to the problem was made at the NACA Lewis laboratory
by investigating a 30-inch tip-diameter axi.at-flow-compr’=sorstage)
which provided sufficient space for the instrumentationrequired to
permit a detailed analysis of blade-row flow distributions. This
compressor was geometrically similar to the typical middle stage of
a conventional multistage compressor and had a hub-to-tip diameter
ratio of 0.8 at the rotor-blade inlet. The compressor stage con-
sisted of a set of 40 circular-arc constant-thicknessguide vanes>
which imposed a wheel or solid-body-type rotation on the entering
air, and 29 constant-chord NACA 65-(12)10 rotor blades, whioh added

. a vortex rotation to the air.

.
The interference effect of an adjacent blade row on the angle

and velocity distributions at the guide-vane outlet was studied by
investigating the flow leaving the guide vanes with and without the
rotor installed. The compressor rotor was operated at corrected
rotor-tip speeds of 504, 672, and 840 feet per second, which repre-
sented 60 percent, 80 percent, and design speed (840 ft/see), respec-
tively. The range of Reynolds number, b~sed on blade chord, was
490,000 to 820,000 and the Mach nuniberof the flow relative to the
rotor blades varied from 0.36 to 0.70.

The over-all performance of the rotor is presented as plots of
total-pressure ratio and adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency
against corrected weight flow. The rotor-blade-elementperformance
is compared with two-dimensional cascade results, and this analysis
of blade-row performance is complemented by measurements of outer-
wall boundary-layer upstream an~ downetre= of the rotor-blade row.

●

AEPARATUS

.

Aerodynamic compressor design. - The radial distribution of flow
for this design was based on a wheel-t~e rotation leaving the guide
vanes and a vortex-type rotation added by the rotor with a syrmuet-

. rical velocity diagram at the rotor hub (50-pprcentreaction). In
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establishing the velocity-vector diagrams at all radii, the fol-
lowing design criterionswere used:

.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

s (6)

(7)

(8)

Constant tip diameter ~
o

Rtzb-to-tipdiameter ratio at rotor-blade inlet equal to
0.8

Ratio of axial velocity at hub to tip speed at rotor idet
equal to 0.6 (approximatecondition for maximum power
input)

Value of change in tangential component of velocity at hub
through the rotor blades set by OC
(All symbols are defined in append

~ ~~;mitation of 0.99

Relative inlet Maah number at rotor-blade tip equal to 0.7

Constant total enthalpy from hub to tip and simple radial
equilibrium of static pressures downstream of each blade
row .

Absolute Mach number at hub at rotor-blade outlet equal to
relative Mach number at hub entering rotor blades .

Hub taper determinedby radial equilibrium and continuity
requirementswith an assumed adiabatic compression effi-
ciency of 0.89.

Inlet guide vanes were fabricated from l/8-inch thick sheet
metal and had a circular-arcmean cmiber line with a constant radius
of curvature from hub to tip (fig. l(a)). The camber was varied to
give the required prerotation to the air at each radius by adjusting
the chord length. The guide vanes were designed for a wheel-type
rotation with the axial-velocity distribution computed on the basis
of simple radial equilibrium of static pressure. An NACA constant
chord 65-(12)10 airfoil section was used for the rotor blades at
all radii (fig. l(b)). The blade-angle settings necessary to produce
the design turning angles were determined from the following relation
between turning angle and angle of attack (reference1):

(1)

where K is a function of the inlet-air angle and cascade solidity.
The calculated radial variation of blade-angle setting was corrected
by an approximatemethod to account for the change in axial velocity “

P
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across the blade caused by hub taper and to satisfy radial-.
equilibrium requirements. Pertinent desQn values at the measuring

.0 stations are presented in the folluwing table (station locations
Z and qmbols refer to figs. 2 and 3):
l-l

Radial
po8i-
tio?l

.

sta- ity,
tion1 0

1.0000
.8817
.8442
.S051
.8642
.8213
.Sm3

r0.8S02.8067
.8428
.9835
1.0301

J-1.08381.1127

Mr
mgl.e
it
plide-
rane
mtlet,
% rRela-Turn-tive ing

air a-e,
angle,A@‘1
fJ’~
(deg)

(deg)F
Angle
of
attack

(d:g)

iElw

(dig)

m47.80 0.5521 0.5210
45.94 .5571 .531.2
41.93 .5670 .5512
37.77 .5767 .57X5
33.40 .5862 .5914
28.83 .5956 .6118
26.60 .6coo .623.2

,

Radius
ratioat
t3ta-
tion2

1.0300
.S827
.946CI
.92.20
.8747
.8360
.8176

Mechanical compressor design. - A cross-sectionalview of the
compressor and the inlet bellmouth is shown in figure 2. The com-
pressor had a constant tip diameter of 30.00 inch~s, and the sta-

. t%otiry clearance between the rotor-blade tips and the compressor
casing was O.OIJjinch. There was a minimum axial distance of
approximately 0.85 inch between the trailing edge of the guide vanes
at the tip and the leading edge of the rotor blades at the same
radial position. The inner wall of the bellmouth was smoothly
tapered from a 50-iuch diameter to a 30-inch diameter in an axial
distance of 20 inches.

.

Compressor installation. - A schematic drawing of the compress&
installation is presented in figure 4. Air was drawn in from the
test cell throu~ a valve, the principal function of which was to
control the total pressure at the compressor inlet.. The air then
flowed through a submerged orifice located in a len@h of straight
pipe, as recommended in reference 2. A depression tank, 80 inches
in diameter and 178 inches long, was used to maintain the inlet
dynamic pressure within the limits recommended in reference 3. In
order to minimize flow deviations from the axial direction and to
provide ~iform air flow into the compressor, two 60-mesh
0’.008screens were placed in the depression tank. Angle and pres-
sure surveys in the radial direction at several circumferential
positions at the compressor inlet indicated that the flow distribu-
tion was uniform within the limits recommended in reference 3. The
compressor-outl&b collector was connected to the laboratory altitude

.
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exhaust system by means of two ducts. Air-weight flow was controlled
primarily by an outlet valve located in the exhaust system.

INSTTWMM$TATIOIV

In this investigation,the weight flow through the compressor
was measured by a submerged thin-plate orifice with a 0.55-d@meter
ratio. This orifice was installed and instrumented according to the
specificationsgiven in reference 2. The compressor speed was
measured with a cbronometric-typetachometer. For the evaluation of
over-all performance and individualblade-row flow details, extensive
instrumentationwas located at statiohs O, 1, and 2, as shown in
figures 2 and 4.

Station O was used to determine the compressor-inletconditions
and was instrumented in accordance with the recommendationsof
reference 3,

Station 1 was located approximately l/6-rotor-blade chord
length upstream of the leading edge of the rotor blades at the tip;
the data taken at this station were used to evaluate both the guide-
vane-outlet flow conditions and the rotor-inlet flow conditions.
Three circumferentialslots, each covering 12° and representing
4/3 of a passage between two adjacent guide vanes,owere used to
obtain circumferentialsurveys. The centers, or O positions, of
these instrument slots were located 45°”apart on the upper half of
the casing with the middle slot straddling the vertical oenter line
of the compressor.

.

.

.

Total pressures were obtained with a survey probe of the type
shown In figure 5(a). A claw-t~e yaw tube (fig. 5(b)) was used for
measuring flow angle, and a wedge-type static pressure survey probe
(fig. 5(c)) completed the survey instrumentation. The total tempera-
ture was assumed to remain constant across the guide vanes. An
average of the pressure measured by f%ve wall static taps, equally
spaced around the periphery of the compressor,was used to obtain the
static pressure at the outer wall.

—

The survey instruments at station 2 (approximatelyl/4-chord
length downstream of the rotor) were similar to those at station 1
and were used to evaluate the rotor-outlet conditions, as well as
the over-all rotor performance. These instrumentswere used for
radial surveys only and were located around the periphery so that
the measurements would be unaffected by the wakes of upstream instru-
ments. Total-temperaturemeasurements were taken with five rakes
each containing five thermocouple probes (fig. 5(d)). These rakes -

1.
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f-Ua
-1
0

were equally spaced around the periphery, and the individual probes
on each rake were radially located at the centers of five equal areas
across the annulus. All five probes at the same radial position were
so connected in series with five probes in the depression tank that a
circumferential sum of five temperature rises across the rotor at
each of the five radial positions could be recorded. The thermo-
couple rakes were set at 450 to the compressor SX%S, so that the
flow angle at most operating conditions fell within the permissible
yaw angle of the instrument, as determined by calibration. In addi-
tion to this instrumentation,four wall static taps were provided in
the casing.

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT

All instruments used in this investigationwere calibrated in a
steady-flow,tunnelover the same range of Mach numbers and Reynolds
numbers encountered in the compressor investigation. Thermocouple
calibrations indicated that the temperature-recovery coefficient
increased in magnitude with increasing Mach number and was unaffected
by yaw angles up to+5°. Over most of the operating range for the
rotor blades, the flow angle at station 2 was within the permissible
yaw-angle range. Wedge-t~e static-pressure”probes are subject to
wall and stem effects in addition to Mch number effects. The cor-
rection curves for the wedge-static probes-used in this investigation
are illustrated by figure 6, where correction factor is plotted
against Mach n~ber for the various radial positions in the compres-
sor. All instrumentswere frequently checked for oil and dirt accumu-
lations, and check points periodically taken indicated consistent
results. The effects of ratial and unsteady flows were not evaluated
in the instrument calibrations.

As an indication of the accuracy of the compressor instrumen-
tation, the integrated weight flcnw upstream and downstream of the
rotor were compared with the orifice-measuredweight flow. At
station 1, weight flows representing the high-, medim-, and low-
flow ranges at each speed, were both radially and circumferentially
integrated; they checked the orifice-measuredweight flow within
kl.O percent under all conditions.

At station 2, the discrepancy between integrated and orifice-
measured weight flows varied from -2.0 to 7.0 percent for the range
of operating conditions investigated. Although this discrepancy was
not definitely related to any variation in weight flow, in general,
the integrated weight flow was higher than the orifice-measured
weight flow. For the high- and medium-flow ranges at all speeds,
the discrepancy did not exceed k2.O percent. In the low-flow
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range at all speeds, however, the dl.screpancyrapidly increased “

with decreasing weight flow. The increase in discrepancy in the
low-weight-flow region is probably causedby an increase In the
effect on the instrumentationof the fluctuating pressure field E.
caused by the enlarge? rotating blade wakes.

Some of the discrepancybetween the—itite$rated-weightflows
at stations 1 and 2, and the weight flow measured by the orifice
may be chArged to radial components of flow because the velocities
calculated from the pressure and temperature measurements were
assumed to have no radial component. The error introducedby this
flow component is small over most of the flow range, however,
because a flow angularity of 10°.in the radial direction causes an
approximate error of only 1.5 percent in the axial “velocitycom-
ponent. Two other effects, which may contribute to the discrepancy

.—

between integrated and orifice-measuredweight flow, are circumfebential-
flow v=iatione and unsteady flow. No attempt wa8 made.to evaluate
the effect of unsteady-fl.ow.conditions,but flow variations eround
the compressor circumferencewere m%uredby interc~ing the
inetrments in the various circumferentialposi$ions and were found
to be negligible.

...*
.

Because of the calibration techniques employed and the cor-
relation observed between the integrated and orifice-measuredweight

.-

flows, except in the low-flow region at station 2, it is estimated
that the accuracy of measurement over most of the flow range covered
in this investig@ion is as follows:

Static pressure, percent of dynamic head ....................&2.O
Total pressure, percent of dynamic head ..,.● ● .,....● .......● *loo
Air angle, deg ....6.........................................*O.5
Inlet temperature, ~ ● .● ......0..*● ● .● ............● ....● ● *.*&o.5 .—

Outlet temperature, F ● ..● ..● O......● ...● ● ● ● ....● ● .....● ● .● ● *1*0
Compressor speed, percent of rpm ..................ii-i....i.AO.25

PRoc- .

Operational

Initial guide-vane-performancemeasurements were taken at a
corrected weight flow of 47.1 pounds per second with the guide vanes
installed in the test rig without the rotor. In order to determine ‘“
the flow distribution leaving the guide vanes, measurements in the
circumferentialdirection were taken at every degree within the
120-range of the instrument slots for each of the 10 radial positions “ -

.
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*
-L (fig. 2). These measurements indicated that the (-4) circumferential

position represented very closely the circumferentialaverage of the
P flow conditions leaving the guide vanes at all radii. The survey
2
0 instrumentswere interchanged in the three slots, in order to detect

any large-scale flow variations around the compressor periphery as
differentiated from circumferential-flowvariations within a blade
passage.

For final guide-vane, rotor-blade element, and over-all rotor-
performance measurements, the compressor stage was investigated. The
rotor was operated at corrected tip speeds of 504, 672, and 840 feet
per second, corresponding to 60 percent, 80 percent, and design speed,
respectively. At each speed a range of weight flow was investigated
from a flow at which a pressure rise was no longer obtained at the
rotor-blade tip to a flow at which stall occurred across most of the
blade from the tip to the mean radius. The upper limit of weight
flow could not be obtained at design speed because of high pressure
losses in the e~ust system. Absolute pressure in the inlet depres-
sion tank was maintained at 25 inches of mercury for all speeds and
weight flows..

The range of Reynolds number, based on blade chord, was 490,000

4“
to 820,0CQ and the l@ch number of the flow relative to the rotor
blades varied from 0.36 to 0.70.

Over the entire weight-flow range for each speed investigated,
instrument surveys were taken at station 1 at five radial positions,
designated a, b, c, d, and e (fig. 2), with the instruments installed
in one circumferentialpositi~n (-4) (fig. 2). These five radial
positions were the centers of five equal areas across the annulus.
At three weight flows, representing the high-, medium-, and low
weight-flow ranges, five additional radial positions; at, bt, c~, dt,

.

e‘ (flg. 2), across the snnulus, and ten radial positions, spaced
0.050 inch apart beginning at the outer wall, were surveyed. Six
additional circumferentialpositions (-6), (-2), (0), (2), (4)~ (6)
(fig. 2) were surveyed at the same three representativeweight flows
at radial positions a, b, c, d, and e..

The procedure for the determination of the radial distribution
of flow at station 2 was similar to that used at station 1.

.

Calculations

Rotor total-pressure ratio. - The total-pressure ratio across
the rotor is taked as a mu?s-weighted average based on the isentropic
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power.input as integrated across the flow passage, and is obtained
from mechanical integration of the following equatioq:r

{)Pa—=‘1 av s%)2

PVrdr
2 Z,2 2

‘h,2
.

Adiabatic efficiency. - The adiabatic temperature-riseeffi-
ciency is defined by the equation

The adiabatic work input per
the equation: ‘

pound of air H
ad

- --

is calculated from
““b

()
7

H =JcT
‘2

acl po ~av -

t_
The actual work input per pound of air, Hm is determined from

!1
the mass-weighted average total-temperaturerise across the com-
pressor, and is evaluatedby a mechanical integration of the fol-
lowing relation~

“%=
1

rt,2

Jcp (T2 - TO) P2V”Z2r2 ~
}

h,2

s

%,2

Pv ax
2 z,2r2

.

‘h,2

r

-—
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Lift and drag. - Coefficientsof lift and drag used in this. investigation aiw based on the work input to the air and the equiv- .

0 alent velocity diagram (fig. 3).
hr!

2 Cos plm

CD =
[ 1.gJcp (T2 -To) -TOY

*, 2
m

The derivation of these equations is presented in appendix B.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Over-al+ Rotor Performance

The over-all performance of the rotor is presented in figure 7
as plots of total-pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency against
corrected weight flow. The weight flow corresponding to design
,+gle o? attack at the mean radius (10.850) of the rotor blades is“ represented by the bar on each curve. Although an upper weight flow
Corresponding to no pressure-rise at the’tip could not be obtained
at design speed because of prohibitive losses in the exhaust systems
the attainment of a range of weight flows up to 60.16 pounds per sec-
ond was adequate for evaluation of performance at this speed. The
design-flow conditions at deSign speed (840 ft/see) indicate a rotor
totel-pressure ratio of 1.240 with an adiabatic efficiency of 0.880
at a corrected weight flow of 56.20 pounds per second. A maximum
total-pressure ratio of 1.330 was obtained at a corrected weight
flow of 40.00 pounds ~r second with an adiabatic efficiency of 0.750.
For the peak efficiency of 0.900, the pressure ratio was 1.287, and
the corrected weight flow was approximately 52.40 pounds per second.
The peak efficiency increased to approximately 0.940 at 80 percent
of design speed end 0.945 at 60 percent of design speed.

Guide-Vane Performance

Flow distribution at guide-vane outlet without rotor. - Flow
angles leaving the guide vanes at five radial positions are plotted
against circumferentialposition in figure 8. The blade-wake region,
which was determined on the basis of total-pressure defect, is shown.
Flow-angle measurements in the region of this blade wake are shown
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as tished lines because the pressure-balancingyaw tubes are inac-
curate in this region where large total-pressure gradients exist.

.

The circumferentialvariation in flow angle, exclusive of measure-
ments in the region of the blade wake, decreases with decreasing G
radius from approximately5.0° at radial position a to 1.4° at 2
radial position e. This trend in flow-angle variation may be
charged to the different rates of blade boundary-layer build-up
on the pressure and suction surfaces and to the effect of the circu-
lation gradient imposedby a solid-body-typerotation, in which the
circulation at the blade tip is much greater than that at the blade
hub. The magnitude of the circumferentialvariation, however, is
probably affectedly the location of the instrumentmeasuring plane
with respect to the guide-vane trailing edge. As shown in figure 2,
station 1 is relatively close to the guide-vane trailing edge near
the tip, where the circulation and the blade boundary-layerbuild-
up are greatest. In comparison, near the hub sufficient axial
distance exists between the guide-vane trailing edge and the meas-
uring plane to permit some dissipation of the blade wake. Flow
variations of the approximate magnitude shown on figure 8 are evi-
dence of the necessity for surveying in the circumferentialdirection
and determining an average value of flow conditions leaving the guide -
vanes at each radial position.

Inasmuch as angle measurements at circumferentialposition (-4)
showed good agreement with the arithmetic circumferentialaverage
for most radial positions, the radial distribution of flow angle at
position (-4) is compared with the design distribution on figure 9.
Over most of the passage, the measured angles correlate the design
values within the accuracy of instrument measurement. Near the hub
and the tip, however, the angles decrease below the design value
with a maximum discrepancy of 1.2° occurring near the tip. These
discrepanciesprobably result from secondary flows associated with
the wall boundary layers and the design circulation gradient.

The radial distribution of circumferentisllyaveraged sxial-
velocity components at the guide-vane outlet is shown in figure 10
as axial-velocityratio, that is, the ratio of the.axial velocity
at any radius to ‘theaxial velocity at the mean radius. h colll-
parison with the design distribution,which is also shown on
figure 10, the measured values are higher over most of the passage
with a maximum discrepancy of 2 percent at radial position a. This
discrepancymay be partly caused by the deviation from desi~ of
the measured leaving-angle distribution,which affects the simple

.

.
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radial-equilibriumcondition. In order to determine the distribu-.
tion of axial velocity required for simple radial equilibrium with

~ the measured flow-angle distribution, axial-velocity components
m
A were obtained by means of the radial equilibrium relation presented

in reference 4:

ah as V..b(rV.-) av. &r

For simple-radial-equilibriumcalculations, the

term Vz~ as
and the entropy-loss terms

’75?
radial-equilibrium calculations reported herein
resulting simplified equation

radial-velocity

are neglected. All

are based on the

(2)

At station 1, &I&h = O and the tangential-velocity component

vu is expressed in terms of the measured leaving angle and axial

velocity. This calculated distribution is also plotted in figure 10.
The measured values are generally lower than the calculated values.
over the inner half of the annulus and htgher than the calculated
values over the outer half of the annulus with a maximum discrepancy
of approximately 0.7 percent at radial position e. The slight
discrepancy between the measured and calculated values may be
due to radial-flow components. These results indicate that the
design assumption of simple radial equilibrium is valid and can
be used to predict the radial gradient of velocity at the out-
let of the guide vanes if the actual leaving-angle gradient over
the entire passage can be more accurately prescribedby design
procedures.

Flow distribution at guide-vane outlet with rotor installed. -
When a rotor-blade row is operated a short distance downstream of
the.guide vanes, definite effects on the flow distribution at the
guide-vane outlet are noted. A comparison of the circumferentially
averaged outlet angles plotted against radius ratio for the
investigation of the guide vanes without the rotor and for the
investigationwith the rotor-blade row in operation is presented
in figure 11. The three curves for runs with the rotor represent
weight flows near the design angle of attack at the rotor mean radius
for each of the three rotor-tip speeds investigated. Inasmuch as the
weight flows and, consequently, the inlet Mach numbers are different

.
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for the four experimental conditions,‘andflow angles leaving the
guide vanes increase slightly with increasing inlet Mach number, as -:
indicatedby reference 5; all data in this figure were corrected tO l-l
the inlet Mch number correspondingto that for the investigationof
the guide vanes without the rotor according to reference 5. At the
mean radius, where three-dimensionaleffects are minimised, good
agreement is obtained between the data with and without the rotor.
Near the blade tip, however, th~ qles” ~ea~~ the -de ~~es
are increased approximately1.3 by the presence of the rotor,
whereas from a radius ratio of approximately 0.86 to 0.90 the guide-
vane leaving angles are decreased slightly by the rotor. Below a
radius ratio of 0.86, the leaving angles are again increased above
the value for the investigationof the guide vanes without the rotor
with a madmmm discrepancy of 1.3° occurring near the hub. In gene~al,
over most of the annulus, the Mach number correction is adequate, with-
in the limits of accuracy of angle measurement, to account for the ~s-
crepancies between the cuyves. The large variations near the hub and
the tip, however, probably result from a combination of rotor-blade
effects, including viscous drag associated with the rotor, the change
in the guide-vane circulation due to unknown induced effects of the
rotor, and the chemge in axial-velocityratio across the guide vanes
with rotor speed. ._

Flow angles leaving the guide vanes at the mean radius for the
three corrected tip speeds are plotted against corrected weight flow w
in figure 12. Because the intiestigationof the guide vanes without
the rotor was conducted at only one weight flow (47.1 lb/see), the ‘

—

variation of flow angle with weight flow and, consequently inlet Mach
number fbr this investigationwas calculatedby means of results pre-
sented in reference 5. This calculated curve is also shown in fig-

—

ure 12. Over the medium and high-flow regions of the weight-flow
range for each speed, the Mach number effect seems adequate within
the limits of experimental accuracy o&measurement to explain the
trend of the curves; but this eff’ectis insufficient to account for
the deviation between the leaving angles.at each speed and the cal-
culated guide-vane leaving angles over the low-flow ran$e of .~e
three curves. Although the reasons for this discrepancy in the lcYw-
flow region were not fully understood, an insight into the variation
was obtained by plotting guide-vane leaving angles against a rotor-
blade-element loading parameter. Floy angles leaving the guide vanes
at the mean radius for the three corrected tip speeds are plotted in
figure 13 against a nondimensional rotor-blade-elemeut-loadingpara-

meter H/Ut2 where H i.s,definedasthe total-enthalpyaddition at

the mean radius and equals gJcp(T2 - To). In order to eliminate

“

-.

.
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T the Mach number effects, these curves have been corrected to a guide-
vane-inlet Mach nwiber corresponding to that for the investigation of

~ the guide vanes without the.rotor. rnasmuch as the three c~~es

3 (/begin to increase at approximately the same value H Ut2
4

=0.3 ,

it seems indicative”that the rotor-blade-elementloading is the prin-
cipal factor causing deviation at low weight flows. Similar trends
were obse~ed at radial positions near the hub and the tip.

The radial distribution of average axial velocity at station 1.
for a weight flow approximating the mean-radius design angle of
attack at design speed is plotted on figure 14 as axial-velocity
ratios determined from measurements. Axial-velocity ratios calcu-
lated from the simple equilibrium relation (equation (2)), in which
the tangential velocity was expressed in terms of the axial velocity
and the guide-vane leaving angles measured at design rotor speed, are
also shown. In comparison, the measured values are higher than the
calculated values over the inner half of the passage and lower than
the calculated values over the outer half. The trend is the reverse
of that observed in figure 10, and indicates that the streamlines at
station 1 have been radially displaced inward toward the hub by the
rotating rotor. The magnitude of this radial displacement is too ,

d.
great, however, to obtain simple radial equilibrium; consequently,
the design assumption of simple radial equilibrium at the guide-vane
outlet is invalid when the rotor is operating a short distance down-
stream of the guide vanes. This failure to satisfy the design
assumption may be explained on the basis of results-presented in—

reference 4, which shows that the radial-velocity term Vz ~
-—

should be incorporated in equation (2) to account for the presence of
ratiellmotion in blade rows with finite aspect ratios.

Rotor-Blade-Element Performance

An analysis of the rotor-blade-elementperformance requires a
detailed knowledge of the relative angles md flow velocities at the
rotor-blade-row inlet and of the variation of rotor-blade loading
with these relative entering flow conditions.

Flow distribution entering rotar. - The average flow conditions
entering the rotor (station 1) for four weight flows at design speed
are presented in figure 15 as plots of relative air-inlet angle and
relative inlet Mach number against radius ratio. Design values from
hub to tip are also presented for comparison. The experimental air-
inlet angles at all weight flows have a greater slope than the design

\
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curve. At the weight flow $or design
radius, the &ir-inlet angles are 0.7°
and 2.0° higher than design at radial

NACA RME50G12 ‘

angle of attack at the mean II

lower than design near the hub
position a, which is near the

blade tip. These deviations in air-inlet angle represent equal dis- 0F
crepancies in blade angle of attack and result from the induced- ml-l
velocity effects on the flow distribution leaving the @ide vanes and
from the failure to achieve simple radial equilibrium of static pres-
sure, as assumed in the design procedure. In the tip region, the
experimental angles at all weight flows indicate a sharp rise due to
the decrease in axial velocity in the,outer-wall boundary layer. The
Mach number curves exhibit the same general profile for the four -
weight flows. At”the weight flow for design a&e of attack at the

—

mean radius, the experimentalMach number cu~e correlates the design
curve near the hub, but is slightly lower than design over the outer
half of the annulus with a maximum discrepancy of approximately3 per-
cent.

Variation of turntng angle with arigleof attack. - Rotor-blade
performance is presented in fiwre 16 as plots of the relative tuzming
angle across the rotor against-angle of a~tack for the five radial -
positions at design speed. A range of angles of attack was obtained -
by varying the weight flow, which also varies the air-inlet angles,
inasmuch as the rotor-blade-anglesettings are fixed. The effect of , .
air-inlet angle on turning angle is therefore included in this figure.
Effects of axial-velooityvariations across the b18d8 chord are

.

present in the curve based on the true velocity diagram (fig. 3).
In order to compensate for this variable axial velocity, an equivalent
constant axial-velocity diagram (fig. 3) was used, and these results
are also presented on figure 16. This-equivalent-diagrammethod is
recommended in reference 6 to obtain a more exact basis of comparison
between rotating-cascaderesults and copstant axial-velocitytwo-
dimensional cascade data.

The two-dimensionalcascade curves on figure 16 were obtalnedby
interpolationof the 65-(12)10 blade-section two-dimensionalresults
(references6, 7, and unpublished data) for solidifies and air-inlet
angles as determined in the compressor investigation. These curves
were then empirically adjusted according to unpublished data to com-
pensate for the difference in Mach number between stationary cascade
and rotor-blade-rowdata. Inasmuch astwo-dimensiond-cascade results
are only available for air-inlet angles below 60° and for small ranges
of angle of attack, the curves are limited to a comparativelynarrow
range of angle of attack. The design values of turning angle obtained
from equation (1) are shown in figure 16 for comparison. This equa-
tion and the interpolated cascade data give comparable values of
turning angle in the region of.the rotor-blade tip; but the equation

.

gives values approximately 1.5° low at the hub section. -

w
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. Comparison of the tio experimental curves, based on the true-
and equivalent-velocitydiagram, shows correlation withfn 1° over
the range of angle of attack corresponding to the range of values

o available from interpolated two-dimensional data for radial posi-

5 tions fromb to e. This correlation is obtained because of small
axial-velocity increases (maximum 10 percent) across the rotor
blades. At radial position a, however, a decided discrepancy
occurs between the tw experimental curves as the angle of attack8
is increased above 11 . In the range of angle of attack above no,
as much as a 50-percent reduction in axial velocity occurs across
the rotor blades. The decrease in turning angle above an angle of
attack of fi” on radial position a for the true-velocity-diagram
curve indicates that blade stall occurs at a lower angle of attack
for the rotating cascade than for the two-dimensional cascade.
Within the range of interpolated two-dimensional-cascaderesults,
the experimental rotor-blade-turning-anglecurves are, in general,
very nearly parallel to the two-dimensional-cascadecurves except
in the region of the hub. For the three radial positions from the
tip to the mean radius, the experimental curves, in general, indi-
cate greater turning of the air over the entire range of angle of

. attack than that predicted by the interpolated cascade data with a
maximum discrepancy of approximately 1.6° at radial position a.
At radial positions d and e, the rotating-cascade curves have a.
steeper slope than the interpolated two-dimensional curves, indi-
cating less turning of the air at low angles of attack on the rotor
and more turning of the air in the high-angle-of-attackregion of
the two-dimensional curve.

This general trend of high turning near the tip and low turn-
ing near the hub maybe accounted for by unknown induced effects
associated with the outer-wall boundary layer and the radial gradient
of rotor-blade circulation. Another factor that influences the trend
of the experimental turning-angle curves is radial flow or centri-
fuging of the blade boundary layers from hub to tip, as e~lained in
reference 8. This radial motion of the blade boundary layers in a
rotating cascade induces blade stall near the tip at a lower angle
of attack than that obtained by stationary-cascaderesults; whereas,
near the hub, this radial flow of the blade boundary-layer delays
separation. Viscous drag associated with the rotating rotor hub
will act to increase the turning angles near the hub, but the magni-
tude of this effect on the experimental turning angles at radial
position e maybe negligible.

Blade-element lift and drag forces. - Two useful parameters of
rotor-blade loading and performance are presented in figure 17 as

. plots of nondimensional lift and drag coefficients for radial posi-
tion a, c, and e against corrected weight flow at design speed. The
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lift-coefficientcurves for the three blade sections
decreasingweight flow and have a similar slope over
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increase with m
the weight-

flow range from 60,2 pounds per second to approximately 52,4 pounds
—

per second. Below a weight flow of 52.4 pounds per second, the lift
curve for radial position a indicates a-stall condition, which was
previously noted in the turning-angleplots of figure 16. T@ stalS —G

condition is accompaniedby an increase In drag coefficientbelow a “s

corrected weight flow ofo52.4 pounds per second, which corresponds to
an angle of attack of 11 for radial position a.. Inasmuch as the
drag curve for radial position c begins to increase rapidly below a
corrected weight fluw of approximately48 pounds per second and the
lift curve for this blade section indicates stall below 45 pounds
per second, whereas the-drag curve for radial position e remains
relatively constant over most of the weight-flow range investigated,
the stall condition has evidently progressed from the tip only as
far as the mean region of the blade. Above a corrected weight flow
of 48.0 pounds per second, the drag coefficient at the mean radius
is less than that at the other two sections because the effects of
wall boundary layers, blade-tip clearance, and hub taper are a mini-
mum in this region of the blade.

This minimum-drag condition at the mean radius is reflected by
the plot of lift-drag ratio against corrected weight flow and equiva-
lent angle of attack in f@ure 18, where the highest lift-drag ratio, -
or blade-element efficiency, for the tip, mean, and hub radii occurs
at radial position c. Values for this figure were determined from
the faired curves of lift and drag coefficient shown in figure 17.
In comparison with the hub section, however, the most efficient, or
optimum, operating range of the mean section and of the tip section
is restricted to a narrow weight-flow range. The stall coidltion,
which progresses from tip to mean radius with decreasing weight flow,
reduces the most efficient operating range of the blade sections
affected. Maximum lift-drag ratios for radial positions a and c are
obtained near the peak-efficiencyweight flow of 52.4 pounds per
second; but, at this weight flow, the msximum lift-drag ratio for
radial position e was not reached.

These results indicate that the blade sections are not matched
with regard to the most efficient operating range for all sections;
however, although radial flows will affect the magnitude of the lift
and drag coefficients, the fundamental concept of two-dimensional
lift and drag seems applicable to single-sta~e-conmressordesi~
procedures f;r obtair&g an
point for a blade cascade.

indicatio; of tk- most-efficient o~erating -
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Blade camber and peak efficiency. - At the weight flow of 56.2
pounds per second corres~nding todesi~ angle of attack at the
‘Man ra-tius,the three blade sections investigatedwere operating
below their maximum values of lift-drag ratio (fig. 18). The blade
sections were all operating at angles of attack lower than those
required for peak blade-element efficiency. The reason for the
deviation between thedesi~point and the points of peak lift-drag
ratio is explained on the basis of the results given in references 6
and 7, which indicate that the blade caniberused was somewhat higher
than that ‘requiredto obtain the design turning angles at peak blade-
element efficiency. Regardless of caniber,however, some discrepancy
will exist betieen the design angle of attack based on references 6
and 7 and the angle of attack for peak lift-drag ratio, because by
the method used in references 6 and 7 the optimum angle of attack is
selected on the basis of the flattest pressure distribution around
the blade, which occurs at a lower angle of attack than that for
peak lift-drag ratio over the range of Mach numbers covered in this
investigation. The unequal deviations of the angle of attack for
maximum lift-drag ratio from the design angle of attack at the three
blade sections is principally attributed to the use of a constant
camber section along the entire blade length. A variable camber
blade might permit a more efficient matching of all blade sections
and an increase in the maximum over-all efficiency.

Flow distribution at rotor outlet. - Flow angles leaving the
rotor at four corrected weight flows at design speed are plotted
against radius ratio in figure 19. The design radial distribution
of flow angle is also presented in figure 19. For the weight flow
representing design angle of attack at the mean radius, the e~eri-
mental angles correlate the design values within the accuracy of
angle measurement, except near the hub and the tip. The measured
angles at radial position a and e are 1.3° and 1.5° higher than the
desi~ values, respectively. From radial position a to the outer
casin& the actual flow angles rapidly increase in comparison to the
design distribution. This sharp rise in flow angle is primarily
caused by the decrease in axial velocity in the outer-wall boundary
layer with the added effect of the high whirl velocity of’the
centrifuged-bladeboundary layer. Flow-angle curves for.the other
three weight flows in figure 19 exhibit a trend similar to that
observed for the design flow condition.

The radial distribution of measured axial-velocity components
at the rotor outlet for a corrected weight flow approximating design
angle of attack at design speed is shown in figure 20 as the ratio
of the axial velocity at any radius to the axial velocity at the
mean radius. Axial-velocity components, calculated by means of
the simple radial-equilibriumequation (equation (2)) in which

.
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&$@r was assumed equal

ponent Vu was expressed
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to zero and the tangential-velocitycom- t

in terms of the axial velocity and the

absolute azuzlemeasured at design speed, are also plotted as E
velocity ratios on figure 20. tie rneas&ed values of the axial- 3
velocity ratio are, in general, higher over the inner hdf of the
annulus and lower over the outer half with a maximum discrepancy of
approximately 2 percent near the hub. These results, in comparison
with radial-equilibriumcalculationsat station 1 (fig. 14), indi-
cate that the streamlines are displaoed radially inward through the
rotor; the design assumption of simple radial equilibrium at the
outlet of the rotor blade is invalid.

.—-
Invalidation of the design

assumption may result from oscillatory radial motion, entropy
losses, and radial-energyvariations.

The radial variation of energy addition across the rotor is
plotted in figure 21 for four weight flows at design speed, and the
design variation is shorn for the PWSe of .c~P@90n= Acr~s
most of the annulus,”theenergy addition is essentieJly constant for
e3L weight flows. At the weight flow representing design sngle of .
attack at the mean radius, the experimentalvalues of energy addition ●

com%late the design values within 4 percent in the radius-ratio
range from 0.84 to 0.96. Fran a radius ratio of 0.96 to the tip,
however, the curve of measured energy addition continuously increases -
from 4 percent to approximately 19 percent above the design distri-
bution. This rise in energy addition near the tip is indicated in
all the experimental curves and reflects the influence of the high
blade loading in the casing boundary layer in conjunctionvith the
high whixl component of the centrifuged-bladeboundary layer. The
most nearly constant radial-energyaddition is obtainbd at a we@ht
flow of 52.40 pounds per second> which represents peak over-all
efficiency. “In general, these curves indicate that a reasonably
constant energy addition can be anticipated over a wide range of
weight flows with this type of design; the design ass
constant total enthalpy at the exit of the rotor (&%yi:f
approximately correct across most of the passage.

Boundary Layer

Outer-wall boundary-layer investigationswere conducted in
order that some of the effects of boundary layer could be accounted
for in exial-flow-compressordesign procedures. mom the outer-wall ,
boundary-layer radi’alsurveys at stations 1 and 2, the displacement
thickness tw was determinedby a mechanical integration of the fol-
lowing general equation of the boundary-layer weight flow in an .

annular passage:

r

.-
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where n refers to extrapolated main-channel or free-stream con-
ditions. The actual boundary-layer thickness t was determined
from plots of the measured weight-flow term pVzr dr as the dis-

tance from the outer wall to a point where the curve of weight-
flow distribution across the passage began to change slope rapidly.
The slope of the weight-flow-distributioncurve in the main channel
was then extended.from this point to the outer wall to depict the
weight-flow distribution that would probably be expected with a
no~viscous fluid. A weight-flow loss, whtch is chargeable to the
boundary layer, is representedby the area between the extrapolated
weight-flow distribution curve for a nonviscous fluid flow Pnvz nr &

and the measured weight-flow-distribution curve in the boundary iayer
PVzr dr. By definition, if this weight-flow loss were present in a

. nonviscous fluid flow, the effect would be similar to a reduction in
the physical channel height by t*, the displacement thickness.

. Inasmuch as no measurements were taken in the boundary layer
upstream of the guide vanes, the change in boundary-layer thickness
and free-stream Reynolds number across the guide vanes could not be ~
evaulated; but the effect of changes in the main stream flow on the
boundary layer at one station downstream of the guide vanes was
determined. Displacement thickness at station 1 is plotted against
corrected weight flow for the three corrected tip speeds in fig-
ure 22. The value of t* increases with decreasing weight flow
from a minimum of 0.6 percent of the 0.250-foot passage height to+
a maximum of 1.0 percent of the passage height. The values of t
downstream of the rotor are plotted against corrected weight flow
for the three corrected.tip speeds on figure 23. These curves are
partly dashed because the absolute magnitude of the values in this
region.are unknown. Reynolds number effects may partly account for
the trend of the curves in the solid region, but other factors
includlng Mach number effects, changes in velocity across the blade rows,
and rotor-blade loading probably contribute to the general trend of the
displ=ement-thickness curves at both measuring stations. The tiluence
of rotor-blade loading on the displacement thickness downstream of the
rotor is also illustrated in figure 23”where t* for the three corrected
tip speeds

.- parameter

is plotted against a-nondimensional rotor-blade loading

@@J~, which represents an average of the total enthalpy

-1
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tion, as
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from hub to tip rather than a blade-element enthalpy addi- *
previously used. The displacement thickness inoreases
with increasingblade-loading parameter for values from ~

approximately 0.205 to 0.360. Above a value of 0.360, the displace- k!
ment thickness rapidly increases with still changes in the blade-

+

loading parameter. This sharp change in the slope of the displace-
ment curve at 0.360 corresponds to an angle of’attack of 11° on the
tip radial position a section of the rotor blade. As shown on fig-
uz% 16, thl~ angle of attack of ll” indicates the inception of stall.
the blade tip. After tip stall has occurred, the centrifuged-blade
boundary layer, which has separated from the blade, combines with
the casing boundary layer to produce a rapidly increasing displace-
ment thiakness. Before tip stall, however, less than 1.5 percent of
the 0.229-foot passage height at the rotor outlet, which has a
stationary tip alearence of 0.015 inch, is subjected to the outer-
wall boundary-layer displacement thickness.

6UMMARY OF EESULTS

The following results were obtained from the investigationof a
30-inch axial-flow compressor stage, consisting of guide vanes and

near

.
—

constant-camberrotor blades, which was designed to permit a detailed
study of the complex flow processes h individual blade rows and of .

interblade row effects:

1. At design speed, a peak adiabatic efficiency across the rotor
of 0.900 was obtained at a corrected weight flow of approximately
52.40 pounds per secmnd and an over-all rotor total-pmfmuw ratio of
1.287. For a corrected weight fluw of 56.20 pounds per second, which
represents design angle of attack at the mean radius, the adiabatic
temperature-riseefficiency was 0.880 with a total-pressureratio of
1.240. The maximum total-pressureratio of 1.330 was obtained at a
aorrected weight flow of approximately 40.00 pounds per second with an
efficiency of 0.750.

2. The flow angles at the guide-vane outlet without the rotor
olosely agreed with the design values across most of the annulus, but
in the region of the hub and the tip the measured angles were lower
than design with a maximum discrepancy of 1.2° near the tip. l?urther-
more,the design assumption of simple radial equilibrium was essen-
tially satisfied at the outlet of the guide vanes without the rotor,
when the measured variation of angles leaving the guide vanes was
taken into account.

3. Over the medium and high weight-fluu ranges investigated at .

each rotor-tip speed, the observed increase in guide-vane leaving
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. angle over the values obtained without the rotor at the mean radius
was explained on the basis of’the difference in the guide-vane inlet
Mach nuuiberat which the runs with and without the rotir were con-

0~ ducted. Near the blade hub and tip, the inlet Mach number correction
d was inadequate to account for the approximate 1.3° increase in guide-

vane leaving angle in the presence of the rotating blade row. In the
low-weight-flowrange above a value of 0.36 for a nondimensional
rotor-blade-elementloading parameter at the three rotor tip speeds,
the guide-mne leaving angles at the mean radius increased in com-
parison with the values calculated for the guide vanes without the
rotor. With the rotor operating a short distance downstream of tle
guide vanes, the design assumption of simple radial equilibrium in
conjunction with the measured angles at the guide-vane outlet was
invalid.

4. Within the range of interpolated two-dimensional cascade data,
the measured variations of turning angle with angle of attack at the
three outer radial positions across the rotor blades were, in general,
parallel to the two-dimensional curves and indicated higher turning

●

angles than those predicted by the two-dimensional data with a maxi-
. mum discrepancy of 1.6° at the radial position near the tip. On the

basis of the true-velocity diagram, the measured turning-angle curve
at this radial position indicated that the blade stalled near the tip.
at an angle of attack of 11°, which was lawer than that obtained in
the two-dimensional investigation. This tip-stall condition at an
angle of attack of ll” corresponded to a nondimensional rotor-blade
loading parameter of 0.36. The rotating-cascade curves at the two
radial positions near the hub had a steeper slope than the two-
dimensional curves and showed less turning of the air at low angles
of attack and more turning in the high angle of attack region of the
interpolated two-dimensional curves.

5. Calculations of blade lift-drag ratio indicated that at the
weight flow for peak over-all efficiency the blade sections near the
tip and the mean, but not the hub, were operating close to their
values for maximum lift-drag ratio. At the weight flow for design
angle of attack at the mean radius, all three blade sections were
operating below the maximum lift-drag ratio. The deviation of angle
of attack for peak lift-drag ratio from the design angle of attack
was not equal for the three blade sections.

6. The design assumption of simple radial equilibrium with con-
stant energy addition and no radial entropy gradient in conjunction
with measured angles at the outlet of the rotor was invalid at a
weight flow near the design-angle-of-attackcondition for the mean.
radius. The maximum discrepancy in axial velocity amounted to
2 percent near the hub.
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7. Investigation of the outer-wall boundary layer revealed that .
the displacement thickness was less than 1.0 percent of the pessage
height at the guide-vane outlet over the entire range of operating
conditions and less than 1.5 percent of the passage height at the ~
rotor outlet, except in the high rotor-blade-loadingrange where tip
stall occurred. After tip still occurred, the outer-wall boundary-

3

layer displacement thickness at the rotor exit increased very
rapidly.

.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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APPENDIX A

Symbols

The following symbols are used in this report:

CD

%

~L/cD

c

CP

Cv

D

F

~.

H

H
ad

%

%

J

K

L

M

M’

P
.

r

drag coefficient

lift coefficient

lift-drag ratio

blade chord

specific heat at-constant pressure, 0.243 Btu/lb-%

specific heat at constant volume, 0.174 Btu/lb-%

blade-element drag force, lb/ft

resultant force on blade element, lb/ft

standard acceleration due to gravity, 32.1?4 ft/sec2

actual wo;k input per slug at mean radius, ft-lb/slug

adiabatic work input per pound of air, ft-lb/lb

total enthalpy per slug of air, ft-lb/slug
,

actual work input per pound calculated from total-
temperature rise, ft-lb/lb

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.26 ft-lb/Btu

constant in turning-angle relation

blade-element lift force, lb/ft

absolute Mach number of air

relative inlet Mach number, ratio of relative inlet
velocity to local velocity of sound

absolute total pressure, Ib/sq ft
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.

P

r

s

T

t

t*

u

v

w

W&
-r

z

a

a.

$

$’

7

absolute static pressure, lb/sq f.t

indicated static press~e, lb/sq ft

radius to blade element, ft

blade spacing, ft

total temperature, % . .

casing boundary-layer thickness, ft

casing boundary-layer displacement thickness, ft

velocity of blade at any radius r, ft/sec

absolute air velocity, ft/sec

air velocity relative to

extrapolated free-stream

weight flow, lb/see

weight flow corrected to
conditions, lb/see

y-1

(P2/Pl)~ -1

axial distance, ft

angle of attack, deg

rotor, ft/sec

velocity, ft~sec

.

0
P
m
1+

.

NACA standard sea-level

angle of attack at zero lift, deg

flow angle or absolute air angle, angle between compressor
axis and absolute air velocity, deg

relative flow angle or relative air angle (stagger),angle
between compressor axis and air velocity relative to

.-

.

rotor, deg ..-

ratio of specific heats, cp/cv, 1.3947 for normal air.
.

$
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turning angle, 8nglq between inlet and outlet relative
air velocities, deg

change in relative velocity across rotor

ratio of inlet total pressure to standard sea-lev~l
pressure

adiabatic efficiency of compressor

ratio of inlet total temperature to standard sea-level
temperature

density, slugs/cu ft

blade-element solidity, ratio of chord length to
circtierential distance between adjacent blades, c/s

blade-angle setting; angle between compressor &is and
blade chord, deg

Subscripts:

. 0

1

2

av

e

h

m

t

z
.

u

inlet depression tank

downstream of guide vanes

downstream of rotor

average

equivalent velocity vectors based on constant axial-
velocity dtagram

hub

mean of inlet and outlet conditions

radial

mean radius

tip

axial

tangential

*
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APPENDIX B . .

IfERIVATIONOF EQUATIONS
o

Lift and drag forces on the rotor blades at all radial posi-
X
m

tions were assumed to act normal and para,llel,respectively, to
l-l

the vector mean of the inlet and outlet velocities, as shown in
figure 3. These forces are expressed in the following form con- .
sistent with isolated airfoil practice:~

The tangential force

their rotation in the air
drag forces

D =Lc p Vlmzc2Dm

(m) -

(A2)

Fu applied to the blades_by virtue of

Is composed of components of the lift and
.

l?u= ~+Du (A3)
.

where ~ = L cos P’m, and Du = D sin Ptm. (fig. 3).

Substitution of

Fu=;

equations (Al) and

CLpm Vtm2c COS B’m

(m) in (A3) yields

2
‘$’%pmv’mc ‘in “m (A4)

The tangential force F,, is evaluated from the rate of change of
u

momentum in the tangential direction.
,

Thus

Fu = Pm V’m cos ~fms AVIU (A5)

and by combining equations (A4) and

J,u

Inasmuch as the work input per unit
terms of the change in moment of momentum across the roto~, UAVIU

or in terms of the total-temperaturerise gJcp(T2-l!!o)the change in
.

(A3)

cDtan131m (A6)

mass of air may be expressed in
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. relative tangential velocity AV~u may be equated to the temperature

rise as follows, when radial deflections are neglected:

o
I-
n
l-l

This substitution was

gJcp(T2-To)
AVtu = u

(A7)

made because the’determination of temperature
rise was considered more accurate than the calculation of AVtu..
By substituting equation (A7) in equation (A6)

2gJcp(T2-TO)

%= atu - ~ tan B’m (A8)
m

The determination of’the drag coefficient C is based on the
D

assumption that the frictional energy expended can be represented by
the product of
consideration,
input plus the

drag force multiplied by mean velocity. From a &wer
the total-energy addition must equal the useful energy
energy expended to overcome friction, or mathematically

gJcp(T2-To)pmVtm COS ~’mS =

gJcpToYpmV1m
3C

Cos B:ms + *~Pmv’m

Therefore

1. Kk@rowitz,

2 Cos 13’

CD = 2
[ 1mgJcp (T2-TO) - TO Y

Ov ‘
m
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